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Before You Get Started...
The WilkinsCLIP fits the Benchmade standard 3 hole
pattern and attaches with three 2-56 UNC screws, it
will NOT fit Spyderco products.
You'll need both T6 and T8 Torx drivers. I suggest
Wiha PicoFinish 267P Series drivers because these fit
through the center hole on the clips. Torx bit drivers
such as the 2 from Wera and Makita shown in the
photo at right will work too, just make sure they are
long enough to clear the center hole in the clips. Many
Torx drivers and bits are too large or too short; be sure
you have the correct drivers before starting!

Installation on Large Griptilians
When installing a WilkinsCLIP on a stock Benchmade
Large Griptilian, you can use either the 3 screws I
supply or the original Benchmade clips screws.
However if you are installing the clip on a set of
WilkinsGRIP BMG X2 grips, both the factory screws
and the 3 I supply will be too short. Instead, to attach
the new clip, use the Benchmade screws that hold the
original plastic grips together. See photo at right,
those are 3 screws you want for the new clip!

Installation on Mini Griptilians
If you are installing your new clip on a stock Mini
Griptilian, you can use either the 3 screws I supply or
the original Benchmade clips screws. Just be sure to
test install on one grip side and make sure the screws
fit before assembling the knife. Shorten as needed.
If you are installing the clip on a set of WilkinsGRIP
BMG mini or RL grips, both the factory screws and the
new screws will most likely be too long. Always test
install on one grip side and check to see if the screws
protrude inside the knife. (See lower photo) The screws
need not be perfectly flush, just make sure they don't
stick out far enough to scratch the blade when it's
closed.
To shorten the screws spray glue some 220 grit wet
dry sandpaper face up on a hard surface, get a good
grip on the screw head and sand away. Work carefully
and check the fit often, it goes faster than you think.

A Final Tip
Work slowly sitting at a table with a towel over it. That
way when you drop a screw – and you will! – it won't
hit the floor and vanish forever.

